Absolute Consulting Solutions Updated Website
Alexandria, VA, May 2010 - As experts in Value Innovation, Leadership, and Best Practice Approaches
we often get asked why our services at Absolute Consulting Solutions are so critical. Our short answer is
that we focus on results so we can improve your bottom line.
We show our clients that their results can be compared to other people’s successes, mistakes and
lessons learned. Once this initial assessment is done we can then make very specific recommendations
that can be used to improve their business. We often compare business to sport by saying that a
competitive advantage in sport is achieved when we watch other team videos and study their strategies.
This is done to gain an edge, capture a new insight, or identify an improvement. We help businesses do
this and can tell you that the most successful businesses are already doing this today to gain their
competitive advantage.
We help business leaders focus on their own uniqueness, performance and the value of their products
and services to not only their clients, but to themselves. We then use a leadership immersion approach
to expose them to relevant Best Practice approaches that will take them more quickly to where they want
to go. Jim Fogarty, President of Absolute Consulting Solutions says, “There is no faster way to increasing
your bottom line than by focusing on new opportunities and by making value based improvements to
your products and services.”
Many have found that as businesses transition from reduced budgets and resources to new
opportunities; faster results are achieved when they leverage value innovative stakeholders that are
proactive of their opportunities and customer expectations. This awareness of value and opportunity
quickly translates to meeting growing client expectations while making significant improvements to their
bottom line.
Laura Fogarty, Partner at Absolute Consulting Solutions said, “I am happy to tell you that we have
released an Update to our Website that describes our focus on Value Innovation and Leadership.” “We
thank our team, partners and friends for supporting us in this update and in helping us in making a
significant difference in our client’s businesses and services.” Our experienced based and innovative
products and services remain our wheelhouse of providing value, strategy and tactical activities that
support transitions, knowledge sharing, leadership and our client’s success. About: Absolute Consulting
Solutions, LLC
Absolute Consulting Solutions is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business who has significant
value innovation experience. This unique skill set when combined with our expert Program and IT
Service Management experience enables us to effectively prioritize and integrate product and service
improvements into complex environments. We align critical capabilities with proven business strategies
that deliver quality products and services on time. Value Innovation uses critical management techniques
to find and implement solutions that maximize your results.

We provide “Results that Exceed Expectations.” Your Solution is Our Business! We have the experience that quickly leads to
strategizing value, executing critical tasks, saving money, and delivering on time.
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